




... I feel bad towards the nice Nuffies who have to answer to the clients. I am sorry...
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“Don’t confuse your job and your sentiments!”
- Tiqqun
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... Break as in zam-break lolol. Not break into pieces ah lol...





It will be too irresponsible to make the whole world wait for my drafts while i reboot...





...Remember my make up mode + multi-filtered face...



...The MAC lipstick Please Me truly is my gem. Please Me is my first MAC 
lipstick and I won it in a give-away!...











...Fluffy Towels, thank you for letting us take a look into your make-up bag. I think you have taken 
beautiful pictures that I surely could not have made when I was your age (you were still 13 years old 
when you sent me the pictures)... 



Suddenly, the white collared upper middle class info 
workers collectively hanged framed letterpress prints on 
their walls. After many years of Keep calm and carry on, it 
now said Work hard and be nice to people or Do what you 
love / Love what you do. They started to prefer a cute 
Airbnb over a design boutique hotel featured in a corpo-
rately owned glossy magazine. The quirky handwritten 
font was increasingly visible in mainstream advertising. 
#creativity became valued higher than #professionalism, be 
it in a productive sense. Work equals passion (#followyour-
heart) and the young professio nals burned out, damaged 
their brain stems and took on mortgages while still in 
student debt.

The factory workers in classical industrial society felt expropriated of their intellec-
tuality, individuality and creativity. In high tech production, Berardi argues, cognitive 
faculties are actually put to work. The immaterial factory we call office asks to place our 
intelligence, sensibility, creativity and language at its disposal. The new kind of worker 
values labor as the most interesting part of his life. He no longer opposes the prolonga-
tion of the working day but is actually ready to lengthen it out of personal choice and 
will. I don’t work 9-to-5 only ever means working longer instead of shorter: the enter-
prise’ values are thoroughly internalized. Even the self-employed beauty blogger on the 
verge of a nervous breakdown at one point asks herself: Cox I am my own boss, why do I 
have to slog like a dog?

The artist (#followyourheart) is increasingly admired by other knowledge workers. 
The artist, for apparent political reasons, is also asked to be increasingly entrepre-
neurial (visibility is success). What to do in late capitalism? Should the artist live balanced 
and basic or does she drink champagne at LVMH sponsored biennials? In an economy 
that views creativity as a natural resource driving economic prosperity, should the artist 
turn her back on delivering some kind of neoliberal community work or try to make a 
career?

Careerist like Picasso. In the margins of his sketchbooks Picasso was sampling 
contemporary art, shattering any possible exemplar of one style that would triumph 
over all others. Perhaps testing the paradox of the not resembling resemblance required 
the use of caricature. The caricaturist no longer respects the limits imposed on him by 
his subject, he imposes his own limits on his subject. In fact, Picasso amused himself 
with caricature. 

The amusing pastime as a strategy. Valuing activities for their present and subjective 
use rather than later exchange. Too professional to be an outsider, yet longing for dilet-
tante’s joy. Some advice:

  - Be very careful with using the word work too often
  - Instead of bringing office principles to the studio, bring the studio to the office

While the beauty bloggers struggled to overcome burnout, oversharing on Snapchat, 
being complimented by thousands (#DWYL) and trolled by some (#SPON), the artist 
makes a drawing. It is a black and white drawing. When the investment banker stops by 
to tell her he wants to buy the drawing if only the artist would add a red dot it, she does 
not answer. As if she had not heard his question. 

It comes as a surprise to him, that she is able to do so.





In SNOW IN LOVE a beauty blogger un-
dertakes to conduct a series of interviews of 
women she finds inspiring. Her questions 
most of all reveal her values about work and 
how they conflict with her wellbeing. 

In BRAIN FLOWER EURO an artist 
takes a walk in nature to relax her brain 
after screen time. She tries to regroup her 
thoughts and create the safe mental space 
therapists always promise.

BRAIN FLOWER EURO/SNOW IN 
LOVE is an artist publication/mini comic 
about contemporary info workers. 

BRAIN FLOWER EURO/SNOW IN 
LOVE is the name of a popular font/scent-
ed candle.


